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ABSTRACT
We present PowerDial, a system for dynamically adapting application behavior to execute successfully in the face of load and power
fluctuations. PowerDial transforms static configuration parameters
into dynamic knobs that the PowerDial control system can manipulate to dynamically trade off the accuracy of the computation in
return for reductions in the computational resources that the application requires to produce its results. These reductions translate
directly into performance improvements and power savings.
Our experimental results show that PowerDial can enable our
benchmark applications to execute responsively in the face of power
caps that would otherwise significantly impair responsiveness. They
also show that PowerDial can significantly reduce the number of
machines required to service intermittent load spikes, enabling reductions in power and capital costs.

which it executes (for example, the delivered computational capacity of the underlying computing platform), developers often provide a static interface (in the form of configuration parameters) that
makes it possible to choose different points in the trade-off space
for different executions of the application. Configured at startup,
the application operates at the selected point for its entire execution.
But phenomena such as load fluctuations or variations in available power can change the optimal operating point of the application as it is executing. Static configuration leaves the application with two unappealing choices: either continue its execution
at a suboptimal point in the trade-off space (potentially impairing
properties such as responsiveness to users) or terminate its current
execution and restart at a new operating point (and incur service
interruptions as it drops its current task and restarts).

1.1
Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Reliability, availability, and serviceability

General Terms
Performance, Reliability, Experimentation

Keywords
Accuracy-aware Computing, Power-aware Computing, Self-aware
Systems

1.

INTRODUCTION

Many applications exhibit a trade-off between the accuracy of the
result that they produce and the power and/or time that they require
to produce that result. Because an application’s optimal operating
point can vary depending on characteristics of the environment in
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Dynamic Knobs and Adaptive Response

We present a new system, PowerDial, for dynamically adapting
the behavior of running applications to respond to fluctuations in
load, power, or any other event that threatens the ability of the underlying computing platform to deliver adequate capacity to satisfy
demand:
• Dynamic Knob Insertion: PowerDial uses dynamic influence tracing to transform static application configuration parameters into dynamic control variables stored in the address
space of the running application. These control variables are
made available via a set of dynamic knobs that can change the
configuration (and therefore the point in the trade-off space
at which it executes) of a running application without interrupting service or otherwise perturbing the execution.
• Dynamic Knob Calibration: PowerDial explores the underlying accuracy versus performance trade-off space (originally available via the configuration parameters) to characterize the accuracy and performance of each dynamic knob
setting. It uses a quality of service (QoS) metric to quantify
the accuracy of each setting.
• Dynamic Knob Control: PowerDial is designed for applications that are deployed to produce results at a target frequency (with performance measured as the time between results). It uses the Application Heartbeats framework [25] to
dynamically monitor the application. A control system based
on Heartbeats is used to maintain performance [35]. When
the performance either drops below target (i.e., the time between results exceeds a given threshold) or rises above target (i.e., the time between results drops below the threshold),
the PowerDial system uses the calibrated dynamic knobs to
move the application to a more appropriate point in its tradeoff space (the new point may, for example, give up some

accuracy in return for increased performance and decreased
power consumption). The goal is to maximize accuracy while
preserving responsiveness in the face of fluctuations in the
capabilities of the underlying computing platform.

1.2

Summary of Experimental Results

We evaluate the ability of PowerDial to control the behavior of
four benchmark applications (the x264 video encoder, the bodytrack human body tracking application, the swaptions financial analysis application, and the swish++ search engine) dynamically in
environments with fluctuating load and power characteristics. Our
results show:
• Trade-Off Space: All of the applications exhibit a large viable trade-off space — three of the applications (x264, bodytrack, and swaptions) can execute from four to six times faster
than their baseline (which defines the default quality of service) with acceptable quality of service losses. swish++ can
execute approximately 1.5 times faster than its baseline (at
the cost of dropping lower-ranked search results).
• Power Capping: Systems often respond to power caps (reductions in the delivered power imposed, for example, in response to cooling system failures) by dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) (reducing the frequency and voltage
at which the system operates [51]). The ensuing reduction in
the delivered computational capacity of the system can make
it difficult or impossible for applications to continue to deliver responsive service.
Our results show that PowerDial enables applications to adapt
effectively as a power cap (which reduces the processor frequency from 2.4 GHz to 1.6 GHz) is first imposed, then
lifted. When the power cap is imposed, PowerDial preserves
responsiveness by moving the applications to new Paretooptimal points with less computational demands and slightly
lower quality of service. When the power cap is lifted, PowerDial restores the original quality of service by moving the
applications back to the baseline.
• Peak Load Provisioning: Systems are often provisioned to
service the peak anticipated load. Common workloads often
contain intermittent load spikes [10]. The system therefore
usually contains idle machines that consume power but perform no useful work.
Our results show that PowerDial can reduce the number of
machines required to successfully service time-varying workloads. When a load spike overwhelms the ability of the system to service the load with the baseline application configuration, PowerDial preserves responsive performance by dynamically reconfiguring the application to use less computation to produce (slightly) lower quality results. Specifically,
our results show that PowerDial can make it possible to reduce (by a factor of 3/4 for x264, bodytrack, and swaptions
and by a factor of 1/3 for swish++) the number of machines
required to provide responsive service in the face of intermittent load spikes. The system provides baseline quality of
service for the vast majority of tasks; during peak loads, the
system provides acceptable quality of service and (at most)
negligible performance loss.
PowerDial is not designed for all applications — it is instead designed for applications that 1) have viable performance versus QoS
trade-off spaces and (as is evident in the availability of appropriate configuration parameters) have been engineered to operate successfully at multiple points within those spaces and 2) operate in
contexts where they must satisfy responsiveness requirements even

in the face of fluctuations in the capacity of the underlying computing platform. In this paper we focus on fluctuations in power and
load, but PowerDial can enable applications to adapt dynamically
to any change that affects the computational capacity delivered to
the application.

1.3

Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions:
• Dynamic Knobs: It presents the concept of dynamic knobs,
which manipulate control variables in the address space of a
running application to dynamically change the point in the
underlying performance versus quality of service trade-off
space at which the application executes.
• PowerDial: It presents PowerDial, a system that transforms
static configuration parameters into calibrated dynamic knobs
and uses the dynamic knobs to enable the application to operate successfully in the face of fluctuating operating conditions (such as load spikes and power fluctuations).
• Analysis and Instrumentation: It presents the PowerDial
analysis and instrumentation systems, which dynamically analyze the application to find and insert the dynamic knobs.
• Control: It presents the PowerDial control system, which
uses established control techniques combined with a novel
actuation strategy to automatically maintain the application’s
desired performance while minimizing quality of service loss.
• Resource Requirements: It shows how to use dynamic knobs
to reduce the number of machines required to successfully
service peak loads and to enable applications to tolerate the
imposition of power caps. It analyzes the resulting reductions in the amount of resources required to acquire and operate a computational platform that can successfully deliver
responsive service in the face of power and load fluctuations.
• Experimental Results: It presents experimental results characterizing the trade-off space that dynamic knobs make available in our benchmark applications. It also presents results
demonstrating PowerDial’s ability to enable automatic, dynamic adaptation of applications in response to fluctuations
in system load and power.

2.

DYNAMIC KNOBS

Dynamic knobs are designed for applications that 1) have static
configuration parameters controlling performance versus QoS tradeoffs and 2) use the Application Heartbeats API [25] (our system can
automatically insert the required API calls, see Section 2.3). These
applications typically exhibit the following general computational
pattern:
• Initialization: During initialization the application parses
and processes the configuration parameters, then computes
and stores the resulting values in one or more control variables in the address space of the running application.
• Main Control Loop: The application executes multiple iterations of a main control loop. At each iteration it emits
a heartbeat, reads the next unit of input, processes this unit,
produces the corresponding output, then executes the next iteration of the loop. As it processes each input unit, it reads
the control variables to determine which algorithm to use.
With this computational pattern, the point in the performance
versus QoS trade-off space at which the application executes is
determined by the configuration parameters when the application
starts and does not change during its execution. A goal of PowerDial, as illustrated in Figure 1, is to augment the application with

the ability to dynamically change the point in the trade-off space at
which it is operating. At a high level, PowerDial accomplishes this
goal as follows:
• Parameter Identification: The user of the program identifies a set of configuration parameters and a range of settings
for each such parameter. Each combination of parameter settings corresponds to a different point in the performance versus QoS trade-off space.
• Dynamic Knob Identification: For each combination of parameter settings, PowerDial uses dynamic influence tracing
(which traces how the parameters influence values in the running application) to locate the control variables and record
the values stored in each control variable.
• Dynamic Knob Calibration: Given a set of representative
inputs and a QoS metric, PowerDial executes a training run
for each input and combination of parameter settings. For
each training run it records performance and QoS information. It then processes this information to identify the Paretooptimal points in the explored performance versus QoS tradeoff space.
• Dynamic Knob Insertion: PowerDial inserts callbacks that
the PowerDial control system can use to set the control variables to values previously recorded during dynamic knob
identification, thereby moving the application to a different
Pareto-optimal point in the performance versus QoS tradeoff space. Subsequent iterations of the main control loop will
read the updated values in the control variables to (in effect)
process further input as if the configuration parameters had
been set to their corresponding different settings at application startup.
The result is an application that enables the PowerDial control
system to dynamically control the point in the performance versus
QoS trade-off space at which the application executes. In standard
usage scenarios PowerDial is given a target heart rate. If the application’s dynamically observed heart rate is slower than the target
heart rate, PowerDial uses the calibrated dynamic knobs to move
the application to a new point in the trade-off space with higher
performance at the cost, typically small, of some QoS. If the observed heart rate is higher than the target, PowerDial moves the
application to a new point with lower performance and better QoS.
User Inputs
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Figure 1: Dynamic Knob work flow.

2.1

Dynamic Knob Identification

For PowerDial to transform a given set of configuration parameters into dynamic knobs, it must identify a set of control variables
that satisfy the following conditions:
• Complete and Pure: All variables whose values are derived
from configuration parameters during application startup (before the application emits its first heartbeat) are control variables. The values of control variables are derived only from
the given set of configuration parameters and not from other
parameters.

• Relevant and Constant: During executions of the main control loop, the application reads but does not write the values
of the control variables.
PowerDial uses influence tracing [12, 20] to find the control variables for the specified configuration parameters. For each combination of configuration parameter settings, PowerDial executes a
version of the application instrumented to trace, as the application
executes, how the parameters influence the values that the application computes. It uses the trace information to find the control
variables and record their values, applying the above conditions as
follows:
• Complete and Pure Check: It finds all variables that, before
the first heartbeat, contain values influenced by the specified
configuration parameters. It checks that these values are influenced only by the specified configuration parameters.
• Relevance Check: It filters out any variables that the application does not read after the first heartbeat — the values
of these variables are not relevant to the main control loop
computation.
• Constant Check: It checks that the execution does not write
a control variable after the first heartbeat.
Finally, PowerDial checks that the control variables are consistent,
i.e., that the different combinations of parameter settings all produce the same set of control variables. If the application fails any
of these checks, PowerDial rejects the transformation of the specified configuration parameters into dynamic knobs.
For each combination of parameter settings, PowerDial records
the value of each control variable. The PowerDial control system
uses this information to automatically change the values of the control variables at runtime. Note that because PowerDial uses a dynamic influence analysis to find the control variables, it is possible for unexercised execution paths to violate one or more of the
above conditions. The influence analysis also does not trace indirect control-flow or array index influence. To enable a developer
to (if desired) check that neither of these potential sources of imprecision affects the validity of the control variables, PowerDial
produces a control variable report. This report lists the control variables, the corresponding configuration parameters from which their
values are derived, and the statements in the application that access
them. We have examined the reports for all of our benchmark applications (see Section 4) and verified that all of the automatically
computed control variables are valid.
Our influence tracing system is implemented as a static, sourcebased instrumentor for C and C++. It is built on the LLVM compiler framework [12, 30] and inserts code to trace the flow of influence through the values that the application computes. For each
value, it computes the configuration parameters that influenced that
value. The currently implemented system supports control variables with datatypes of int, long, float, double, or STL vector. It
augments the production version of the application with calls to the
PowerDial control system to register the address of each control
variable and read in the previously recorded values corresponding
to the different dynamic knob settings. This mechanism gives the
PowerDial control system the information it needs to apply a given
dynamic knob setting.

2.2

Dynamic Knob Calibration

In this step, PowerDial explores the performance versus QoS
trade-off space available to the application via the specified configuration parameters. The user provides an application, a set of
representative inputs, a set of specified configuration parameters,
a range of values for each parameter, and a QoS metric. Given

these values, PowerDial produces, for each combination of parameter settings, a specification of the point in the trade-off space to
which the parameter settings take the application. This point is
specified relative to the baseline performance and QoS of the parameter setting that delivers the highest QoS (which, for our set of
benchmark applications, is the default parameter setting).
The PowerDial calibrator executes all combinations of the representative inputs and configuration parameters. For each parameter combination it records the mean (over all representative inputs)
speedup of the application. It computes the speedup as the execution time of the application running with the default parameter settings divided by the execution time of the application with the current parameter combination. In a separate instrumented execution,
it also records the values of the control variables (see Section 2.1).
For each combination of configuration parameters PowerDial also
records the mean (over all representative inputs) QoS. The QoS
metric works with a user-provided, application-specific output abstraction which, when provided with an output from the program,
produces a set of numbers o1 , . . . , om . The output abstraction typically extracts relevant numbers from the output or computes a measure of output quality (such as, for example, the peak signal-tonoise ratio of the output). Given the output abstraction from the
baseline execution o1 , . . . , om and an output abstraction ô1 , . . . , ôm
from the execution with the current parameter settings, we compute
the QoS loss as the distortion [43]:

benchmark applications, the PowerDial instrumentation system automatically inserts the API calls that emit heartbeats — it profiles
each application to find the most time-consuming loop (in all of our
applications this is the main control loop), then inserts a heartbeat
call at the top of this loop. In general, the PowerDial control system
is designed to work with any target minimum and maximum heart
rate that the application can achieve. For our experiments (see Section 4), the minimum and maximum heart rate are both set to the
average heart rate measured for the application using the default
configuration parameters.
We use Application Heartbeats as a feedback mechanism for several reasons. First, this interface provides direct measurement of
a specific application’s performance, obviating the need to infer
this measure from low-level metrics such as hardware performance
counters or high-level metrics such as total system throughput. Second, Application Heartbeats are applicable to a variety of applications as they are more general than other common metrics such
as flop rate (which is not designed to measure the performance of
integer applications) and instructions per clock (which is not designed to measure the true performance of I/O bound applications
or applications lacking instruction-level parallelism). Third, the interface is simple and can easily be customized by users who want to
control the placement of heartbeat calls or the target performance.
Finally, heartbeat-enabled applications can be controlled using a
general and extensible control framework.

m

qos =

oi − ôi
1 X
wi
m i=1
oi

(1)

2.3.2

Here each weight wi is optionally provided by the user to capture
the relative importance of the ith component of the output abstraction. Note that a qos of zero indicates optimal QoS, with higher
numbers corresponding to worse QoS. PowerDial supports caps on
QoS loss — if a specific parameter setting produces a QoS loss that
exceeds a user-specified bound, the system can exclude the corresponding dynamic knob setting from further consideration.

2.3

Control Strategy

PowerDial employs an existing, general control strategy which
can work with any application that uses Application Heartbeats as
a feedback mechanism [35]. This controller monitors the heartbeat
data and determines both when to speed up or slow down the application as well as how much speedup or slowdown to apply. As
described in [35], the control system models application performance as

The PowerDial Control System
h(t + 1) = b · s(t)

(2)
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where h(t) is the application’s heart rate at time t, b is the speed of
the application when all knobs are set to their baseline values, and
s(t) is the speedup applied at time t.
Given this model of application behavior, the control system
computes the speedup s(t) to apply at time t as

Figure 2: The PowerDial Control System.
e(t)
The PowerDial control system automatically adjusts the dynamic
knobs to appropriately control the application. As shown in Figure 2, the PowerDial control system contains the following components: a feedback mechanism that allows the system to monitor
application performance, a control component which converts the
feedback into a desired speedup, and an actuator which converts
the desired speedup into settings for one or more dynamic knobs.

2.3.1

Feedback Mechanism

PowerDial uses the Application Heartbeats framework as its feedback mechanism [25]. In general, PowerDial can work with any
application that has been engineered using this framework to emit
heartbeats at regular intervals and express a desired performance in
terms of a target minimum and maximum heart rate. For our set of

s(t)

= g − h(t)
=

e(t)
s(t − 1) +
b

(3)
(4)

where e(t) is the error at time t and g is the target heart rate.
We demonstrate several properties of the steady-state behavior
for the system defined in Equations 3–2. First, we show that the
system converges, i.e., the performance reaches the desired heart
rate, g. Second, we show that it is stable and does not oscillate
around the desired heart rate. Third we show that the convergence
time is bounded and fast.
To demonstrate these properties, we use standard control theoretic techniques and analyze the system in the Z-domain [24]. To
begin, we compute the Z-transforms F(z) and G(z) of the systems

defined in Equations 4 and 2, respectively as1 :
F(z) =
G(z) =

S (z)
z
=
E(z) b(z − 1)
H(z) b
=
S (z)
z

the behaviors the actuator considers for the next time quantum.
(5)
(6)

Using Equations 5 and 6 we compute the transfer function Floop (z)
of the closed-loop system which converts the desired heart rate, g
into the target heart rate h as
Floop (z) =
Floop (z) =

F(z)G(z)
1 + F(z)G(z)
1
z

(7)
(8)

We use standard techniques [24, 35] to demonstrate the desired
properties of the system whose Z-transform is given by Equation 8.
To show that the system converges, we show that it has a unit steady
state gain, i.e., Floop (1) = 1. Clearly, when z = 1, Floop (z) = 1, so
the system converges to the desired heart rate. To demonstrate that
the system is stable and does not oscillate, we must ensure that the
poles2 of Floop (z) are less than 1. Floop (z) has a single pole p at
0, so it is stable and will not oscillate. The time tc required for
the system to converge is estimated as tc ≈ −4/ log(|pd |), where
pd is the dominant pole of the system [24]. As the only pole for
Floop (z) is p = 0, the system will converge almost instantaneously.
In practice, the convergence time will be limited by a time quantum
used to convert the continuous speedup signal into a discrete knob
setting as described in the next section.

2.3.3

Actuation Policy

The PowerDial actuator must convert the speedup specified by
the controller into a dynamic knob setting. The controller is a continuous linear system, and thus, the actuator must convert the continuous signal into actions that can be realized in the application’s
discrete, potentially non-linear, dynamic knob system. For example, the controller might specify a speedup of 1.5 while the smallest
speedup available through a knob setting is 2. To resolve this issue,
the actuator computes a set of actions to take over a time quantum.
We heuristically establish the time quantum as the time required
to process twenty heartbeats. In the example, the actuator would
run with a speedup of 2 for half the time quantum and the default
speedup of 1 for the other half. Therefore, the average speedup
over the time quantum is 1.5, the desired value.
The actuator determines which actions to take for the next time
quantum by optimizing a system of linear constraints. Let h be the
observed heart rate, while g is the target heart rate of the system.
Let smax be the maximum achievable speedup for the application
given its dynamic knobs, and let smin be the minimum speedup corresponding to a knob setting such that smin ≥ g/h. Let unknowns
tmax , tmin , and tde f ault correspond to the percentage of time during the
next quantum to run with the application’s knobs set to the maximum speedup, the minimum required speedup, and the default settings, respectively. The following system of constraints captures
1
A Z-transform converts an infinite list of values (e.g. s(t) for all
t ≥ 0) into an infinite sum. In many cases, this infinite sum has a
compact representation which is easier to analyze than the infinite
list representation.
2
A pole is a point p such that limz→p F(z) = ∞.

h
· tde f ault = 1
g
tmax + tmin + tde f ault ≤ 1

(10)

tmax , tmin , tde f ault ≥ 0

(11)

smax · tmax + smin · tmin +

(9)

While there are many solutions to this system of constraints, two
are of particular interest for making power versus performance versus QoS trade-offs. First, for platforms with sufficiently low idle
power consumption (for more detail see Section 3), PowerDial supports race-to-idle execution by setting tmin = tde f ault = 0, which
forces the application to run at the highest available speedup. If
tmax < 1 the system can idle for the remaining 1 − tmax portion of
the time quantum to save power. The second solution PowerDial
considers results from setting tmax = 0 and requiring tmin + tde f ault =
1. This solution will run the application at the lowest obtainable
speedup that will enable the application to meet its heart rate target and delivers the lowest feasible QoS loss. Having determined
values for tmax , tmin , and tde f ault for the next time quantum, the PowerDial controller executes the corresponding plan, then computes a
new plan when the quantum expires.

3.

ANALYTICAL MODELS

Data center power consumption is experiencing significant growth.
By 2011, U.S. data centers are predicted to use 100 Billion kWh, at
a cost of $7.4 billion per year [50]. Of particular concern is the low
average data center utilization, typically around 20-30% [10, 37],
which when coupled with high idle power consumption (at idle,
current servers use about 60% of peak power), leads to significant
waste.
The combination of brief but frequent bursts of activity coupled with latency requirements results in underutilized machines
remaining online. Server consolidation through the use of virtual
machines, a commonly used solution for non-critical services, cannot react quickly enough to maintain the desired level of service [37].
Turning idle systems off (even in low power mode), has similar
problems.
To deal with idle power waste, researchers have proposed that
system components be designed to consume energy proportional to
their use [10]. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is a
power management technique commonly found in modern processors [1, 3] that demonstrates this concept.
Beyond direct energy costs, data centers also incur capital costs
(e.g. power provisioning, cooling, etc.,). Over the lifetime of the
facility, these capital costs may exceed energy costs. To reduce
such costs, researchers have proposed techniques that aim to operate facilities as close to maximum power capacity as possible,
sometimes guaranteeing availability using various forms of power
capping [19, 31, 41]. Power capping throttles server performance
during utilization spikes to ensure that power budgets are satisfied.
As a consequence of power capping, applications may experience
increased latency due to the lower operating frequency. This increased latency may violate latency service level agreements.
We next present several analytical models that characterize the
effectiveness of dynamic knobs in enabling applications to respond
to dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (caused, for example, by the
imposition or lifting of power caps) and in reducing the number of
machines required to maintain responsiveness in the face of intermittent load spikes.
DVFS and Dynamic Knobs: Figure 3 shows how operating at
lower power states can enable systems to reduce power consumption at the cost of increased latency. The area within the boxes

represents the total energy required to complete a workload. For a
task which takes time t and consumes average power of Pavg , the
total energy can be calculated as: Etask = Pavg · t. Without DVFS
(Figure 3 (a)), the workload consumes power Pnodv f s for time t1
and power Pidle for the remaining time tdelay . With DVFS (Figure 3
(b)), the consumed power is reduced to Pdv f s but the execution time
increases to t2 = t1 + tdelay . To accurately calculate DVFS energy
savings, the idle power consumed by the non-DVFS system (Pidle )
must be included. Thus the energy savings due to DVFS can be
computed as:
Edv f s = (Pnodv f s · t1 + Pidle · tdelay ) − (Pdv f s · t2 )

Pnodvfs
Pdvfs

Pidle
tdelay

t1
(a)

t2= t1 +tdelay
(b)

Figure 3: Power Consumption with DVFS

(12)

Pelastic
nodvfs

For CPU-bound applications, t2 can be predicted by the change in
f
fs
operating frequency as: t2 = nodv
· t1 . We note that any power
fdv f s
savings here come at the cost of added latency.
Dynamic knobs can complement DVFS by allowing systems to
save power by reducing the amount of computational resources required to accomplish a given task. There are two cases to consider
depending on the idle power of the system Pidle as illustrated in
Figure 4. Figure 4(a) illustrates the first case. This case applies
to systems with low idle power consumption (i.e., small Pidle ). In
this case, the best energy savings strategy is to complete the task
as quickly as possible, then return to the low-power idle state, a
strategy known as race-to-idle. Dynamic knobs can facilitate raceto-idle operation by decreasing the amount of computational resources required to complete the task (in return for some QoS loss),
thereby reducing t1 . Figure 4(b) illustrates the second case, which
applies to systems with high idle power consumption (i.e., large
Pidle ), common in current server class machines. In this case, dynamic knobs can allow the system to operate at a lower power state
for the time t2 allocated to complete the task.
In both cases the energy savings available through combining
DVFS and dynamic knobs can be calculated as:
t10

=

E1

=

t20

=

E2

=
=

Eelasticdv f s
Edv f s
E savings

t1
t1
0
, tdelay
= tdelay + t1 −
S (QoS )
S (QoS )
0
Pnodv f s · t10 + Pidle · tdelay
t2
t2
00
, tdelay
= t2 −
S (QoS )
S (QoS )
00
Pdv f s · t20 + Pidle · tdelay
min(E1 , E2 )

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

= min(Pnodv f s · t1 + Pidle · tdelay , Pdv f s · t2 )

(18)

=

(19)

Edv f s − Eelasticdv f s

where S (QoS ) represents the speedup available as a function of acceptable QoS loss (i.e., the desired level of accuracy). In the power
cap scenario discussed in Section 5.4, tdelay = 0 and the control objective is to find a point that maximizes delivered quality of service
for a given constant t2 .
Server Consolidation: Dynamic knobs can also enable power savings by reducing the total number of machines required to meet
peak load without increasing latency. This is achieved by increasing the throughput of each individual machine (by trading QoS
for performance) thus reducing the number of machines that are
needed to service peak demand. The resulting reduction in computational resources required to service the load enables the system to
service the load spike without increasing the service time. The reduction in the number of machines improves server utilization during normal operation and reduces energy wasted on idle resources.
It can also provide significant extra savings in the form of reduced
cooling costs.

Pelastic
Pidle
t'1

t'delay

dvfs
t'2

(a)

Pidle
t''delay
(b)

Figure 4: Power Consumption with DVFS and Dynamic Knobs

To quantify how dynamic knobs can help improve server consolidation, we need to examine the total work required to meet system
peak load requirements. This can be calculated as follows:
Wtotal = (Wmachine · Norig )

(20)

Wtotal represents the total work, where Wmachine represents the
work per machine and Norig is the total number of machines. Let
S (QoS ) be the speedup achieved as a function of the reduction in
QoS. For the default QoS (obtained with the default knob settings)
the speedup is 1. The number of machines required to meet peak
load with some loss of accuracy can be computed as:
&
'
1
Wtotal
·
Nnew =
(21)
S (QoS ) Wmachine
Here Nnew is the new, lower number of machines that can be used
to meet peak load requirements after consolidation. To measure the
savings achieved by this consolidation let Unew = Norig /Nnew be the
average utilization of the consolidated system and Uorig be the average utilization in the original system. Further assume that the two
systems both use machines that consume power Pload under load
and Pidle while idle. Let Porig be the average power in the original
system, while Pnew is the average power in the smaller consolidated
system. Then we can calculate the average power savings of the
consolidated system as:
Porig = Norig (Uorig · Pload + (1 − Uorig )Pidle )

(22)

Pnew = Nnew (Unew · Pload + (1 − Unew )Pidle )
(23)
P save = Porig − Pnew
(24)
This power savings can reduce both the power required to operate the system and indirect costs such as cooling and conversion
costs. It can also reduce the number of machines and therefore the
capital cost of acquiring the system.

4.

BENCHMARKS AND INPUTS

We report results for four benchmarks. swaptions, bodytrack,
and x264 are all taken from the PARSEC benchmark suite [11];
swish++ is as open-source search engine [48]. For each application
we acquire a set of representative inputs, then randomly partition
the inputs into training and production sets. We use the training
inputs to obtain the dynamic knob response model (see Section 2)
and the production inputs to evaluate the behavior on previously
unseen inputs. Table 1 summarizes the sources of these inputs. All

of the applications support both single- and multi-threaded execution. In our experiments we use whichever mode is appropriate.

4.1

swaptions

Description: This financial analysis application uses Monte Carlo
simulation to solve a partial differential equation that prices a portfolio of swaptions. Both the accuracy and the execution time increase with the number of simulations — the accuracy approaches
an asymptote, while the execution time increases linearly.
Knobs: We use a single command line parameter, -sm, as the dynamic knob. This integer parameter controls the number of Monte
Carlo simulations for each swaption. The values range from 10, 000
to 1, 000, 000 in increments of 10, 000; 1,000,000 is the default
value for the PARSEC native input.
Inputs: Each input contains a set of parameters for a given swaption. The native PARSEC input simply repeats the same parameters multiple times, causing the application to recalculate the same
swaption price. We augment the evaluation input set with additional randomly generated parameters so that the application computes prices for a range of swaptions.
QoS Metric: Swaptions prints the computed prices for each swaption. The QoS metric computes the distortion of the swaption prices
(see Equation 1), weighting the prices equally to directly measuring the application’s ability to produce accurate swaption prices.

4.2

x264

Description: This media application encodes a raw (uncompressed)
video according to the H.264 standard [53]. Like virtually all video
encoders, it uses lossy encoding, with the visual quality of the encoding typically measured using continuous values such as peak
signal-to-noise ration.
Knobs: We use three knobs: subme (an integer parameter which
determines the algorithms used for sub-pixel motion estimation),
merange (an integer which governs the maximum search range
for motion estimation), and ref (which specifies the number of
reference frames searched during motion estimation). subme ranges
from 1 to 7, merange ranges from 1 to 16, and ref ranges from
1 to 5. In all cases higher numbers correspond to higher quality
encoded video and longer encoding times. The PARSEC native
defaults for these are 7, 16, and 5, respectively.
Inputs: The native PARSEC input contains a single high-definition
(1080p) video. We use this video and additional 1080p inputs from
xiph.org [5].
QoS Metric: The QoS metric is the distortion of the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR, as measured by the H.264 reference decoder [23]) and bitrate (as measured by the size of the encoded
video file), with the PSNR and bitrate weighted equally. This QoS
metric captures the two most important attributes of encoded video:
image quality and compression.

4.3

bodytrack

Description: This computer vision application uses an annealed
particle filter and videos from multiple cameras to track a human’s
movement through a scene [16]. bodytrack produces two outputs:
a text file containing a series of vectors representing the positions
of body components (head, torso, arms, and legs) over time and a
series of images graphically depicting the information in the vectors overlaid on the video frames from the cameras. In envisioned
usage contexts [16], a range of vectors is acceptable as long as the
vectors are reasonably accurately overlaid over the actual corresponding body components.

Knobs: bodytrack uses positional parameters, two of which we
convert to knobs: argv[5], which controls the number of annealing layers, and argv[4], which controls the number of particles.
The number of layers ranges from 1 to 5 (the PARSEC native default); the number of particles ranges from 100 to 4000 (the PARSEC native default) in increments of 100.
Inputs: bodytrack requires data collected from four carefully calibrated cameras. We use a sequence of 100 frames (obtained from
the maintainers of PARSEC) as the training input and the PARSEC
native input (a sequence of 261 frames) as the production input.
QoS Metric: The QoS metric is the distortion of the vectors that
represent the position of the body parts. The weight of each vector component is proportional to its magnitude. Vector components
which represent larger body components (such as the torso) therefore have a larger influence on the QoS metric than vectors that
represent smaller body components (such as forearms).

4.4

swish++

Description: This search engine is used to index and search files
on web sites. Given a query, it searches its index for documents
that match the query and returns the documents in rank order. We
configure this benchmark to run as a server — all queries originate
from a remote location and search results must be returned to the
appropriate location.
Knobs: We use the command line parameter max-results (or
-m, which controls the maximum number of returned search results) as the single dynamic knob. We use the values 5, 10, 25, 50,
75, and 100 (the default value).
Inputs: We use public domain books from Project Gutenberg [2]
as our search documents. We use the methodology described by
Middleton and Baeza-Yates [38] to generate queries for this corpus. Specifically, we construct a dictionary of all words present
in the documents, excluding stop words, and select words at random following a power law distribution. We divide the documents
randomly into equally-sized training and production sets.
QoS Metric: We use F-measure [36] (a standard information retrieval metric) as our QoS metric. F-measure is the harmonic mean
of the precision and recall. Given a query, precision is the number
of returned documents that are relevant to the query divided by the
total number of returned documents. Recall is the number of relevant returned documents divided by the total number of relevant
documents (returned or not). We examine precision and recall at
different cutoff values, using typical notation P @N.

4.5

Discussion

These applications are broadly representative of our target set
of applications — they all have a performance versus quality of
service trade-off and they all make that trade-off available via configuration parameters. Other examples of applications with appropriate trade-off spaces include most sensory applications (applications that process sensory data such as images, video, and audio), most machine learning applications, many financial analysis
applications (especially applications designed for use in competitive high-frequency trading systems, where time is critically important), many scientific applications, and many Monte-Carlo simulations. Such applications (unlike more traditional applications
such as compilers or databases) are typically inherently approximate computations that operate largely without a notion of hard
logical correctness — for any given input, they instead have a range
of acceptable outputs (with some outputs more accurate and therefore more desirable than others). This broad range of acceptable
outputs, in combination with the fact that more accurate outputs
are often more computationally expensive to compute, gives rise to

Benchmark
swaptions
x264
bodytrack
swish++

Training Inputs
64 swaptions
4 HD videos of 200+ frames
sequence of 100 frames
2000 books

Production Inputs
512 swaptions
12 HD videos of 200+ frames
sequence of 261 frames
2000 books

Source
PARSEC & randomly generated swaptions
PARSEC & xiph.org [5]
PARSEC & additional input from PARSEC authors
Project Gutenberg [2]

Table 1: Summary of Training and Production Inputs for Each Benchmark

the performance versus quality of service trade-offs that PowerDial
enables the applications to dynamically navigate.
There are a variety of reasons such applications would be deployed in contexts that require responsive execution. Applications
that process soft real-time data for human users (for example, videoconferencing systems) need to produce results responsively to deliver an acceptable user experience. Search and information retrieval applications must also present data responsively to human
users (although with less stringent response requirements). Other
scenarios involve automated interactions. Bodytrack and similar
probabilistic analysis systems, for example, could be used in realtime surveillance and automated response systems. High-frequency
trading systems are often better off trading on less accurate results
that are available more quickly — because of competition with
other automated trading systems, opportunities for lucrative trades
disappear if the system does not produce timely results.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We next discuss the experimental platform and each of the experiments used to evaluate PowerDial. Our first set of experiments
explores the performance versus QoS trade-off space for each of
our benchmark applications. Next, we explore the (closely related)
power versus QoS trade-off spaces. We then investigate how PowerDial enables applications to respond to the imposition of power
caps using dynamic knobs. Finally, we investigate the use of PowerDial to reduce the number of machines required for servicing
workloads with intermittent load spikes. This reduction can, in
turn, reduce the cost of acquiring and operating the system.
For each application, our experimental evaluation works with
two data sets: a training data set used to characterize the application’s performance versus QoS trade-off space, and a production
data set used to evaluate how well the obtained characterization
generalizes to other inputs. We obtain a set of inputs for each application, then randomly divide this set of inputs into training and
production sets.

5.1

Experimental Platform

We run all our experiments on a Dell PowerEdge R410 server
with two quad-core Intel Xeon E5530 processors running Linux
2.6.26. The processors support seven power states with clock frequencies from 2.4 GHz to 1.6 GHz. The cpufrequtils package
enables software control of the clock frequency (and thus the power
state). We use a WattsUp device to sample and store the consumed
power at 1 second intervals [4]. All benchmark applications run for
significantly more than 1 second. The measured power ranges from
220 watts (at full load) to 80 watts (idle), with a typical idle power
consumption of approximately 90 watts. The WattsUp device measures full system power and all results reported here are based on
this measurement.
We measure the overhead of the PowerDial control system by
comparing the performance of the benchmarks with and without
the control system. The overhead of the PowerDial control system
is insignificant and within the run-to-run variations in the execution
times of the benchmarks executing without the control system.

Benchmark
x264
bodytrack
swaptions
swish++

Speedup
0.995
0.999
1.000
0.996

QoS Loss
0.975
0.839
0.999
0.999

Table 2: Correlation coefficient of observed values from training
with measured values on production inputs.

5.2

Performance Versus QoS Trade-Offs

Dynamic knobs modulate power consumption by controlling the
amount of computational work required to perform a given task.
On a machine that delivers constant baseline performance (i.e., no
clock frequency changes), changes in computational work correspond to changes in execution time.
Figures 5a–5d present the points that dynamic knobs make available in the speedup versus QoS trade-off space for each benchmark application. The points in the graphs plot the observed mean
(across the training or production inputs as indicated) speedup as
a function of the observed mean QoS loss for each dynamic knob
setting. Gray dots plot results for the training inputs, with black
squares (connected by a line) indicating Pareto-optimal dynamic
knob settings. White squares (again connected by a line) plot the
corresponding points for these Pareto-optimal dynamic knob settings for the production inputs. All speedups and QoS losses are
calculated relative to the dynamic knob setting which delivers the
highest QoS (and consequently the largest execution time). We observe the following facts:
• Effective Trade-Offs: Dynamic knobs provide access to operating points across a broad range of speedups (up to 100
for swaptions, 4.5 for x264, and 7 for bodytrack). Moreover, QoS losses are acceptably small for virtually all Paretooptimal knob settings (up to only 1.5% for swaptions, 7% for
x264, and, for speedups up to 6, 6% for bodytrack).
For swish++, dynamic knobs enable a speedup of up to approximately a factor of 1.5. The QoS loss increases linearly
with the dynamic knob setting. The effect of the dynamic
knob is, however, very simple — it simply drops lower-priority
search results. So, for example, at the fastest dynamic knob
setting, swish++ returns the top five search results.
• Close Correlation: To compute how closely behavior on
production inputs tracks behavior on training inputs, we take
each metric (speedup and QoS loss), compute a linear least
squares fit of training data to production data, and compute
the correlation coefficient of each fit (see Table 2). The correlation coefficients are all close to 1, indicating that behavior on training inputs is an excellent predictor of behavior on
production inputs.

5.3

Power Versus QoS Trade-offs

To characterize the power versus QoS trade-off space that dynamic knobs make available, we initially configure each application to run at its highest QoS point on a processor in its highest
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Figure 5: QoS loss versus speedup for each benchmark.
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Figure 6: Power versus QoS trade-offs for each benchmark.
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power state (2.4 GHz) and observe the performance (mean time
between heartbeats). We then instruct the PowerDial control system to maintain the observed performance, use cpufrequtils to
drop the clock frequency to each of the six lower-power states, run
each application on all of the production inputs, and measure the resulting performance, QoS loss, and mean power consumption (the
mean of the power samples over the execution of the application in
the corresponding power state). We verify that, for all power states,
PowerDial delivers performance within 5% of the target.
Figures 6a–6d plot the resulting QoS loss (right y axis, in percentages) and mean power (left y axis) as a function of the processor power state. For x264, the combination of dynamic knobs and
frequency scaling can reduce system power by as much as 21% for
less than 0.5% QoS loss. For bodytrack, we observe a 17% reduction in system power for less than 2.3% QoS loss. For swaptions,
we observe an 18% reduction in system power for less than .05%
QoS loss. Finally, for swish++ we observe power reductions of up
to 16% for under 32% QoS loss. For swish++ the dynamic knob
simply truncates the list of returned results — the top results are the
same, but swish++ returns fewer total results.
The graphs show that x264, bodytrack, and swaptions all have
suboptimal dynamic knob settings that are dominated by other,
Pareto-optimal dynamic knob settings. The exploration of the tradeoff space during training is therefore required to find good points in
the trade-off space. The graphs also show that because the Paretooptimal settings are reasonably consistent across the training and
production inputs, the training exploration results appropriately generalize to the production inputs.

5.4

Elastic Response to Power Capping

The PowerDial system makes it possible to dynamically adapt
application behavior to preserve performance (measured in heartbeats) in the face of any event that degrades the computational capacity of the underlying platform. We next investigate a specific
scenario — the external imposition of a temporary power cap via
a forced reduction in clock frequency. We first start the application running on a system with uncapped power in its highest power
state (2.4 GHz). We instruct the PowerDial control system to maintain the observed performance (time between heartbeats). Approximately one quarter of the way through the computation we impose
a power cap that drops the machine into its lowest power state (1.6
GHz). Approximately three quarters of the way through the computation we lift the power cap and place the system back into its
highest power state (2.4 GHz).
Figures 7a–7d present the dynamic behavior of the benchmarks
as they respond to the power cap and corresponding processor frequency changes. Each graph plots the observed performance (computed as the sliding mean of the last twenty times between heartbeats times normalized to the target heart rate of the application) of
the application (left y axis) as a function of time. We present the
performance of three versions of the application: a version without dynamic knobs (marked with an ×), a baseline version running with no power cap in place (black points), and a version that
uses dynamic knobs to preserve the performance despite the power
cap (circles). We also present the knob “gain” or the instantaneous
speedup achieved by the dynamic knob runtime (right y axis).
All applications exhibit the same general pattern. At the imposition of the power cap, PowerDial adjusts dynamic knobs, the gain
increases (Knob Gain line), and the performance of the application first spikes down (circles), then returns back up to the baseline
performance. When the power cap is lifted, the dynamic knobs
adjust again, the gain decreases, and the application performance
returns to the baseline after a brief upward spike. For most of

the first and last quarters of the execution, the application executes
with essentially no QoS loss. For the middle half of the execution,
the application converges to the low power operating point plotted
in Figures 6a–6d as a function of the 1.6 GHz processor frequency.
Without dynamic knobs (marked with ×), application performance
drops well below the baseline as soon as the power cap is imposed,
then rises back up to the baseline only after the power cap is lifted.
Within this general pattern the applications exhibit varying degrees of noise in their response. Swaptions exhibits very predictable
performance over time with little noise. swish++, on the other
extreme, has relatively unpredictable performance over time with
significant noise. x264 and bodytrack fall somewhere in between.
Despite the differences in application characteristics, our dynamic
adaptation mechanism makes it possible for the applications to largely
satisfy their performance goals in the face of dynamically fluctuating power requirements.

5.5

Peak Load Provisioning

We next evaluate the use of dynamic knobs to reduce the number of machines required to service time-varying workloads with
intermittent load spikes, thereby reducing the number of machines,
power, and indirect costs (such as cooling costs) required to maintain responsive execution in the face of such spikes:
• Target Performance: We set the target performance to the
performance achieved by running one instance of the application on an otherwise unloaded machine.
• Baseline System: We start by provisioning a system to deliver target performance for a specific peak load of the applications running the baseline (default command line) configuration. For the three PARSEC benchmarks we provision
for a peak load of 32 (four eight-core machines) concurrent
instances of the application. For swish++ we provision for
a peak load of three concurrent instances, each with eight
threads. This system load balances all jobs proportionally
across available machines. Machines without jobs are idle
but not powered off.
• Consolidated System: We impose a bound of either 5% (for
the PARSEC benchmarks) or 30% (for swish++) QoS loss.
We then use Equation 21 to provision the minimum number
of machines required for PowerDial to provide baseline performance at peak load subject to the QoS loss bound. For the
PARSEC benchmarks we provision a single machine. For
swish++ we provision two machines.
• Power Consumption Experiments: We then vary the load
from 0% utilization of the original baseline system (no load
at all) to 100% utilization (the peak load). For each load,
we measure the power consumption of the baseline system
(which delivers baseline QoS at all utilizations) and the power
consumption and QoS loss of the consolidated system (which
uses PowerDial to deliver target performance. At low utilizations the consolidated system will configure the applications
to deliver maximum QoS. As the utilization increases, PowerDial will progressively manipulate the dynamic knobs to
maintain the target performance at the cost of some QoS loss.
Figures 8a–8d presents the results of these experiments. Each
graph plots the mean power consumption of the original (circles)
and consolidated (black dot) systems (left y axis) and the mean
QoS loss (solid line, right y axis) as a function of system utilization (measured with respect to the original, fully provisioned system). These graphs show that using dynamic knobs to consolidate
machines can provide considerable power savings across a range
of system utilization. For each of the PARSEC benchmarks, at a
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system utilization of 25% consolidation can provide an average
power savings of approximately 400 Watts, a reduction of 66%.
For swish++ at 20% utilization, we see a power savings of approximately 125 Watts, a reduction of 25%. These power savings come
from the elimination of machines that would be idle in the baseline
system at these utilization levels.
Of course, it is not surprising that reducing the number of machines reduces power consumption. A key benefit of the dynamic
knob elastic response mechanism is that even with the reduction in
computational capacity, it enables the system to maintain the same
performance at peak load while consuming significantly less power.
For the PARSEC benchmarks at a system utilization of 100%, the
consolidated systems consume approximately 75% less power than
the original system while providing the same performance. For
swish++ at 100% utilization, the consolidated system consumes
25% less power.
The consolidated systems save power by automatically reducing
QoS to maintain performance. For swaptions, the maximum QoS
loss required to meet peak load is 0.004%, for x264 it is 7.6%, and
for bodytrack it is 2.5%. For swish++ with P@10, the QoS loss
is 8% at a system utilization of 65%, rising to 30% at a system
utilization of 100%. We note, however, that the majority of the
QoS loss for swish++ is due to a reduction in recall — top results
are generally preserved in order but fewer total results are returned.
Precision is not affected by the change in dynamic knob unless the
P@N is less than the current knob setting. As the lowest knob
setting used by PowerDial is five, precision is always perfect for
the top 5 results.
For common usage patterns characterized by predominantly low
utilization punctuated by occasional high-utilization spikes [10],
these results show that dynamic knobs can substantially reduce
overall system cost, deliver the highest (or close to highest) QoS in
predominant operating conditions, and preserve performance and
acceptable QoS even when the system experiences intermittent load
spikes. Note that system designers can use the equations in Section 3 to choose a consolidation appropriate for their envisioned
usage pattern that minimizes costs yet still delivers acceptable QoS
even under the maximum anticipated load spike.

6.

RELATED WORK

Adaptive, or self-aware, computing systems have the flexibility
to meet multiple goals in changing computing environments. A
number of adaptive techniques have been developed for both software [45] and hardware [7]. Adaptive hardware techniques are
complementary to the Dynamic Knobs approach for developing
adaptive applications. If such hardware chooses to save power by
reducing computational capacity, Dynamic Knobs can enable the
software to respond and maintain performance. This section focuses on related software techniques.
Trading accuracy of computation for other benefits is a wellknown technique. It has been shown that one can trade off accuracy for performance [17, 32, 40, 43, 44], energy consumption [13,
14, 17, 21, 34, 43, 47] and fault tolerance [14, 43, 47]. The Dynamic Knobs system presented in this paper, along with loop perforation [27, 39] and task skipping [43, 44], is unique in that it
enables applications to adaptively trade accuracy for performance
and does so without requiring a developer to change the application
source code.
Autotuners explore a range of equally accurate implementation
alternatives to find the alternative or combination of alternatives
that deliver the best performance on the current computational platform [18, 52, 54]. Researchers have also developed APIs that an
application can use to expose variables for external control (by, for

example, the operating system) [6, 42, 49]. This paper presents
a system (PowerDial) that transforms static configuration parameters into dynamic knobs and contains a control system that uses the
dynamic knobs to maintain performance in the face of load fluctuations, power fluctuations, or any other event that may impair the
ability of the application to successfully service its load with the
given computational resources. It also presents experimental results that demonstrate the effectiveness of its approach in enabling
server consolidation and effective execution through power reductions (imposed, for example, by power caps).
Researchers have developed several systems that allow programmers to provide multiple implementations for a given piece of functionality, with different implementations occupying different points
in the performance versus accuracy trade-off space. Such systems
include the tunability interface [15], Petabricks [8], Green [9], and
Eon [46]. Chang and Karamcheti’s tunability interface allows application developers to provide multiple configurations of an application (specified by the programmer through compiler directives).
A tunable application is then modeled in a virtual execution environment, to determine which configuration is best suited for different system states. Petabricks is a parallel language and compiler that developers can use to provide alternate implementations
of a given piece of functionality. Green also provides constructs
that developers can use to specify alternate implementations. The
alternatives typically exhibit different performance and QoS characteristics. PetaBricks and Green both contain algorithms that explore the trade-off space to find points with desirable performance
and QoS characteristics. Eon [46] is a coordination language for
power-aware computing that enables developers to adapt their algorithms to different energy contexts. In a similar vein, energy-aware
adaptation for mobile applications [17], adapts to changing system
demands by dynamically adjusting application input quality. For
example, to save energy the system may switch to a lower quality
video input to reduce the computation of the video decoder.
Each of these systems requires the developer to intervene directly
in the source code to provide or specify multiple implementations
of the same functionality. They can therefore increase the size and
development cost of the application and require the presence of a
developer who understands the internal structure of the implementation and can appropriately modify the implementation. These
systems are therefore of little or no use when such a developer is unavailable, either because the original developers are no longer with
the organization or are dedicated to other projects; the organization
that originally developed the software no longer exists, is no longer
developing or maintaining the application, or is simply unwilling to
incorporate the functionality into their code base; or when the cost
of performing the modifications is prohibitively expensive.
In contrast, PowerDial works directly on unmodified and unannotated applications. It automatically transforms existing configuration parameters into dynamic knobs and automatically inserts
the appropriate Application Heartbeats API calls into the application. It can therefore enable third-party users to automatically augment their applications with desirable dynamic adaptivity properties without the need to involve knowledgeable developers or the
organization that originally developed the application.
None of Petabricks, Green, or Eon provides a control mechanism
which can react to changes that affect performance. Petabricks does
not have a dynamic control component. Green uses heuristic control to manage quality of service but does not control or even monitor performance. Similarly, Eon uses a heuristic control system
to manage the energy consumption of the system, but does not directly control performance. Both control systems are completely
heuristic, with no guaranteed convergence or predictability prop-

erties whatsoever. The Chang/Karamcheti approach does directly
control performance using a heuristic decision mechanism. This
controller monitors system state and attempts to select a configuration appropriate for the current state, but does not use direct
feedback from the application.
In contrast, PowerDial uses a decision mechanism grounded in
control science with provably good convergence and predictability
properties [35]. By relying on a modeling phase to discover Paretooptimal knob settings, the PowerDial control system is able to solve
constrained optimization problems to dynamically maintain performance while minimizing quality loss. In addition, the PowerDial
control system uses Heartbeats as its feedback mechanism. By using direct feedback from the application the control system is able
to operate maintain performance without having to infer application performance from low measurements of system state.
Researchers have also explored the use of loop perforation (which
automatically transforms loops to skip loop iterations) to augment
applications with the ability to operate at different points in an induced performance versus quality of service trade-off space [27,
39]. The results show that loop perforation can help developers find
computations that are suitable for further optimization [39] and enables applications to adapt to fluctuations in the delivered computational resources [27]. Task skipping [43, 44] has also been shown
to automatically augment applications with the ability to trade off
quality of service in return for increased performance. This paper presents a system that uses dynamic knobs instead of loop perforation, has a control system with guaranteed performance and
predictability properties, and more fully demonstrates how to use
dynamic knobs to solve power management issues.
Hellerstein et al [24] and Karamanolis et al [29] have both identified standard control theoretic techniques as a general solution for
managing dynamic behavior in computing systems. Other authors
have shown how control techniques can be generalized allowing
software developers to incorporate them without having to develop
expertise in control science [22, 26, 33, 35, 55]. The PowerDial
control system furthers this idea, showing how standard control
techniques can be automatically embedded into an application to
dynamically manage performance. The control system presented
in this paper uses Application Heartbeats as a feedback mechanism
(or sensor) combined with a novel actuation strategy which converts static configuration options into dynamically tunable parameters. Control theory provides predictable behavior, making it a
good match for applications with performance constraints.

7.

CONCLUSION

The PowerDial system augments applications with dynamic knobs
that the PowerDial control system can use to adapt the behavior of
the application to execute successfully in the face of load spikes,
power fluctuations, or (in general) any event that changes the balance between the computational demand and the resources available to meet that demand. Our results demonstrate that PowerDial can enable applications to maintain responsive execution in the
face of power caps and load spikes (thereby reducing or even eliminating the over-provisioning otherwise required to service these
spikes). We see PowerDial as an early example of an emerging
class of management systems that will enable applications to operate successfully in complex modern computing environments characterized by fluctuations in power, load, and other key operating
characteristics.
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